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A simple proof of the existence of an action of the non-compact Lie group 
C/(n, 1) on the Cuntz algebra & (previously investigated by Voiculescu) is given. A 
detailed study is made of the action of certain one parameter subgroups of U(n, 1) 
proving in particular cluster properties, ergodicity and absence of KMS states. The 
cases n = 1 and n = co are also discussed by somewhat different methods. $3 1987 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The C*-algebra (9” generated by n-isometries with orthogonal ranges was 
introduced by Cuntz in [S]. These C*-algebras (for 2 6 n < co) are closely 
associated with the full n-shift in topological Markov chain theory 
[S, 10, 111 and are analogous to the factors of type III,,,. Initial interest in 
them was prompted by the fact that they provide counterexamples to 
various hypotheses. However, it is now clear that they possess a rich and 
intriguing structure which has stimulated considerable research. For exam- 
ple, groups actions on I!?& have been the objects of interest in recent work of 
various authors [l, 3, 6, 9, 12, 14-161. 
In [ 163 an automorphic action of the non-compact Lie group U(n, 1) on 
c?, is defined by a somewhat indirect argument. We begin, in this paper, a 
more detailed investigation by exhibiting a map of U(n, 1) into the 
unitarities in & thus exploiting an observation of Takesaki (see the remark 
in [6]) that there is a l-1 correspondence between unitaries in Q 
(2 B n < co) and unital endomorphisms of 0,,. In this way we obtain a short 
proof of the existence of this action. 
There is an extension Yfi of 0,, by the compacts, analogous to the 
Toeplitz extension of C(U), introduced in [lo] and our methods give an 
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equally simple description of the U(n, 1) action on &. Our main result 
(Theorem 3.4) relates the action of certain one parameter subgroups of 
U(n, 1) to an interesting class of pure states on 0,, introduced by Cuntz 
[6]. Specifically, if t -+ a, is one of these one parameter subgroups and o 
the canonical state of U,,, then lim, _ + o. o 0 a, defines two cc,-invariant states 
45 in the class introduced by Cuntz. Moreover one has a three point 
cluster property 
lim ~+(x~,(Y)z)=~+(Y)~.(~=), r- +r 
although the dynamics is not norm asymptotically abelian. A corollary of 
these results is ergodicity of the action of the group t + R, (i.e., the absence 
of non-trivial fixed points in 4) and hence ergodicity of the U(n, 1) action 
for 2 < n < co. All of the preceding results are contained in Section 3 except 
for the U(n, 1) action on cYn and the cluster property which occupy Sec- 
tion 4. 
Section 2 is devoted to preliminary material. Section 5 proves the 
absence of KMS, ground or ceiling states for the one parameter groups 
introduced in Section 3. Finally in Section 6 we define an analogue of the 
U(n, 1) action on 0,, for the case n = (;o. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let x1 be an n-dimensional complex Hilbert space, where 1 d n < m, 
with complete orthonormal basis (e,: i= l,..., KI}. Then define zz to be the 
unique unital C*-algebra generated by the range of a linear map o defined 
on & such that 
o(h)* o(k)= (k, h) 1, k,hcX (2.1) 
JJ de,) de,)* < 1. (2.2) 
Let fin be the unique unital C*-algebra generated by the range of a linear 
mappings defined on X, satisfying 
s(h)* s(k) = (k, h) 1, k, hE.;ci”, 
i s(e,) s(e,)* = 1. 
i= I 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Here if n= 1, we also have to insist that a(s(er))=T. We write oi for o(e,) 
and s, for s(e,). Then it is natural to regard 5n as a C*-subalgebra of &+ , 
by identifying oi in Yn with si in 0”+, for 1 < i < n. Moreover Y” is an 
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extension of & by the compacts, and 6 is the usual Toeplitz extension of 
Co, z C(T) generated by a single non-unitarity isometry s = s,. More 
precisely, let Fn = g(Xn) denote the full Fock space 
where 0” H, denotes a one dimensional Hilbert space spanned by a unit 
vector Q, called the vacuum. Then the projection p = 1 --I;= i ojo,? 
generates a closed two sided ideal X, in Ym which is isomorphic to the com- 
pact operators on Pn, and contains p as a minimal projection. In fact -X, is 
generated by matrix units 
Oil oi,poz.. o/T 
which can be identified with the rank one operators 
on F(Zn). Here if I = m = 0, p is identified with Q 0 a, the projection on 
the vacuum. Then if n denotes the quotient map from YR onto z,/,X,, 6J is 
isomorphic to TV/%$ if we identify s, with ~(0,) for 1 < i < n. 
If B is a complex n x n matrix we define 
sBs* = i s(Be,) s(e,)*. 
i= I 
(2.5) 
Then B + sBs* is the unique unital homomorphism from M,, the complex 
n x n matrices into 0,, such that 
(sBs*)(s(h)) = s( Bh), hc%“. (2.6) 
Note that if Um is identified with M, @ 0n by 
x E on + [$xs,] and [x,] E M,(OJ -+ f S,X$/? 
i,i= I 
then sBs* in c?, is identified with B @ 1 in M, @ Co,. Similarly we define 
oBo* = i o(Be,) o(e,)*. 
r=l 
(2.7) 
Then B + oBo* is the unique homomorphism from M, into YV such that 
oBo*o(h) = o( Bh), hE% (2.8) 
and o( 1) = 1 -p. Moreover n(oBo*) = sBs*. 
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We are particularly interested in the Fock or regular representation of CT, 
on <E,;;,, constructed as follows. Define bounded operators o(h), h E S#H by 
4h)f= h of, fE@“#%,,rn>l (2.9) 
o(h) R = h. (2.10) 
Then o satisfies relations (2.1) and (2.2). 
Let T, = T,(ZH) denote the positive operators K on 3v;, such that 
tr K = 1, where the trace tr is normalised so that the trace of a minimal pro- 
jection is 1. If KE T, , let pK denote the normalised state on M, = B(SH;z), 
pK(x) = tr(Kx), XEM,, 
If UE U(n) = U(XE), the group of unitarities on X,, the quasi-free 
automorphism rxL: is the *-automorphism of L’,, such that 
r,.s(h) = s( Uh), hE.rj,, 
In particular, let ‘/ = ~1 B denote the gauge group. The fixed point algebra 
,e, = 9(,qr) = S;; is a UHF algebra, isomorphic to @ ; M,,, where we iden- 
tify 
(s,, ...scs~....s~: 1 Gil,..., i,,,j ,,..., jr-n) 
in the former with the canonical matrix units in 
r x 
OMncOM,, 
I I 
If A” = {K,S,zi, is a sequence of operators in T,, let p,x denote the 
product state OF:, pK, on PH. Let P denote the canonical projection of I!!,, 
on $,, and w X denote the state P,~ 0 P on c!!,“,,, so that 
w,,-(s(h,)~~‘s(h,).s(k,)*~~~ dk,)*)=br,, fi <K,h,, k,). (2.1 I ) 
,= I 
Such a state is said to be quasi-free or quasi-product. If .K consists of a 
constant sequence, K E T, , we write wK for w x , e. g., K = l/n E T, , and w, ,, 
is called the canonical state. 
If 5 is a unit vector in Hn, then [6, Prop. 3.11 there is an unique pure 
state di on O,, such that 
~r(.s(h,)...s(h,)s(k.,)*...~(~,)*)= fj <hi, 4) fi (Lk,). (2.12) 
,=I ,=I 
Note that de%” u = fSusg for U E V(n). 
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For more details, and in particular the precise statements on uniqueness 
of the algebras 0,, and Y”, we refer the reader to [S, 6, 10, 11, 14, 151 and 
for the Toeplitz algebra Yi seee [4]. 
3. THE U(n, 1) ACTION 
Let n, m > 1, (e, . . . e,) and (f, ,...,f,) be complete orthonormal bases for 
& and &, respectively, and (s, ,..., s,), (t I ,..., t,) be generators of I!?),, and 
Co,, respectively, so that si = s(e,), tj = t(&.), 1 < i G n, 1 <j < m. If B, C are 
complex n x n and m x m matrices we defined sBs* and tCt* in 2. Now if 
A, D are complex n x m and m x n matrices, we define 
sAt* = f s(Aj;)O t(fi)* =C A,siO t: 
j= 1 i. i 
tDs* = i s(e,)* Q t(De,) = c DOS* 8 tj 
r=l i, J 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
in Q,, @ 0m so that 
(sAt*)* = tA*s*, sBs*sAt* = sBAt* , 
sAt*tCt* = sACt*, sAt*tDs* = SAD.? 
sAt*U) = s(M), f~ =%,, etc. 
when we have identified (!& and 0M with Co, Q 1, and 10 I?, in 0n @ Q,,,, 
respectively. 
We take U(n, m) to be the group of n + m by n + m invertible matrices A 
with 
AJA*=J 
where 
and l,, 1, are the identity m x m and n x n matrices, respectively. Take 
where A,, H,, H,, A, are m x m, m x n, n x m, n x n matrices respectively. 
Then define 
uA = (tAot* -sH*t*)-I(-tHls*+sAIs*). (3.3) 
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LEMMA 3.1. uA is a well defined unitary in the C* subalgebra on,, m of 
c?, Q Q,, generated by 
{siQti*: 16i<n, 1 <j<m}. 
Proof: Since A E U(m, n), we have 
AoA,* = 1 + H, H* I 3 A,H; = HIA:, A,A:=l+H,Hf. 
Hence A, is invertible and so is tA,t*. Then sHZt*(tAot*)p’ =sH,A;~‘t*, 
and 
jlsH,A,1t*j/2= I(tA,‘*H;s*sH,A,‘t*jl 
= IItA,‘*H:H2A,‘t*/I 
= IItA,‘*(A,*A,- 1) A;‘t*ll 
= I/t(l - (A,A,*) -‘) t*ll 
< 1, as 1 > 1 - (A,A,*) -’ 20. 
Hence 1 - (sH2t*)(tAot*)-’ is invertible, and so is tA,t* -sH2t*. Then 
uAu$ = (tA,t* -sH,t*)--‘(-tH,s*+sA,s*) 
x (-sH:t* +sA:s*)(tA,*t* - tH;s*)-’ 
=(tA,t*-.~H2t*)p’[-tH,H;t*-sA,H:t* 
-tH,A:s*+sA,A:s*][tA,*t*-tHfYp’ 
= [tA,t* -sH,t*]-‘[tA,A,*t* -sH,A,*t* 
- tAoH;s* +sH,H;s*][tA,*t* - tH:s*] -’ 
= [tA,t*-sHZt*]-1[tA,t*-sH2t*] 
x [tA,*t* - tH,*s*] [tA,*t* - sH:t*] ’ 
E 1. 
Similarly u2uA = 1, and so uA is unitary in I”,. m. 
Note that if m = 1, t, = t 
Sj-+SiQP 
gives an isomorphism of On with O,,, 1 so that with this identification we 
have for each A E U(n, 1) a unitary uA in f!& given by 
uA=(ao-s(h,))-I)(-s(h,)*+sA,s*) (3.4) 
58ol70’1-7 
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a, E C:, A r is an n x n matrix and h, , h, are column vectors in C”. 
To get the promised action of U(n, 1) on On’,, we will only need the first 
part of the following lemma. Part (a) is contained in [6], and part (b) is 
similarly proved using algebraic manipulations and uniqueness of the 
Toeplitz algebra Ye. 
LEMMA 3.2. (a) Zf n B 2, there is a bijection between unitaries u in Q 
and unital endomorphisms c1 of Co, given by 
u= i cL(Si)Si* and ct(Si) = us,. 
i=l 
Moreover, 01 is an automorphism tf and only if there exists a unitary u’ in Q 
with a(~‘) = u*. 
(b) If n 2 1 there is a bijection between partial isometries v in Ffi 
satisfying v*v = 1 -p and vu* < 1 and unital endomorphisms /I of 9” given by 
v = i P(o;) 07, B(Oi) = voi. 
,=I 
Moreover /I is an automorphism tf and only tf there exists a partial 
isometry v’ in Tn such that 
v’*v’ = 1 -p, v’v’* < 1 and P(d) = v*. 
(c) Zf p is a unital endomorphism of YH corresponding to a partial 
isometry v in Yn as in (b), then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) /? extends to an endomorphism of c?, + 1 ; 
(ii) there is a unitary u in OH+, such that u( 1 -p) = V. 
(iii) the projection b(p) and p are equivalent in O,, + 1. 
(d) Zf fi is an automorphism of Ym corresponding to a partial 
isometry u in 5n as in (b) then the following are equivalent: 
(i) there is a unitary u in Tn such that u( 1 -p) = v; 
(ii) the projections p(p) and p are equivalent in YE ; 
(iii) /3 is implemented in the Fock representation of Tn. 
Proof. (c) (i) - (ii). From part (a) if fi extends to O,, + 1 then there is 
a unitary u E On with u = C;fj ,C(s,) ST. But then u( 1 -p) = v. 
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(ii) s (i). Obvious. 
(ii) 3 (iii). Follows by setting w = up so W*W =p, uw* = p(p). 
(iii)*(ii). Define the unitary u by u=u + w where w*w =p and 
ww* = P(p). 
(d) (i)=z-(ii). Follows as in (c) except that now WE&. 
(ii) * (iii). The unitary U in F(XH) is defined by 
U:o(h,)~~~o(h,)L?-,oo(h,)~~~oo(h,)uQ 
where u E *YH is such that u( 1 -p) = u. 
(iii) - (ii). If U exists then Up is the required isometry giving the 
equivalence of /l(p) and p. 
Combining this lemma with Lemma 3.1 in the case m = 1, we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. [ 161. The group V(n, 1) act,s as automorphisms of c’,, 
b 
The map A --+ ~1, is an homomorphism qf V(n, 1) into the automorphism 
group qf’ O,, .
Proof It only remains to show that a is a homomorphism, or that 
a4 a&h) = a,,s(h), i.e., 
@AlUS) u,4 = U,4B 
for 
in V(n, 1). Now 
C(A(US)=CIA[(bO-S(k2)--1(-S(k,)*+SB,S*] 
= [(b,-u,s(k,))-‘(-s(k,)*u,+u,sB,s*u,*] 
=(&,-u,.W2))-‘(a,-4h2))~‘C-(a,,-~(h,))s(k,)* 
+(-s(h,)*+sA,s*)sB,s*]u,* 
=(ao~,-b(h2)+ (h,, k2)-s(A,kr))-1 
x [-a,s(kl)*-s(h,B)*+s(h,OK,)s*+sA,B,s*] u: 
= u,,&A* 
as required. 
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For n = 1 one does not have an uniqueness result without a spectral con- 
dition on the generator si, namely a(~,) = T, so that Lemma 3.2 is not 
directly applicable. However, the U(1, 1) action on C(U) = 0, is easily 
defined directly by giving the corresponding homeomorphism of T. Thus 
writing a general element A of U( 1, 1) as 
A =eie 0<8<27r, U,/?E@ 
with [aI2 - [/?I2 = 1, define 
A.z=(a-bz)-‘(-8+&z), ze%= (WC (w( = l}. 
Thus to conform with our previous notation, write si for the generator of 
C(U) so that 
We introduce a Cartan decomposition of SU(n, 1) which will be useful in 
the main result of this section. Let X z U(n), be the maximal compact sub- 
group of unitaries of the form 
Let d denote the subgroup isomorphic to R” generated by the one- 
parameter groups (exp itKj: j= l,..., n}, where 
K,= (; (‘,i’). 
Let + denote the linear span of (Kj, HjJj= l,..., n}, where 
H,= 0 (., iej> . 
J 
( ie, > 0 ’ 
then p = @” and SU(n, 1) is diffeomorphic to X exp b [ 131. 
In the succeeding theorem it will suffice to consider the action of the one- 
parameter groups { exp itK,: j = l,..., n}. This is because the action of a 
general one-parameter group, say t -+ exp it K with 
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can be related to these special groups as follows. Let A be an element of 
U(n, 1) of the form 
with A, E U(n). Then 
AK&’ = 
Thus by conjugation with some suitably chosen A we have 
expitKC=A(expitK,)Ap’. 
Let K, be as above; then 
exp it Kj = 
ch t 
sh t eJ 
where { ers = e, @ 2,} are canonical 
notation of (3.4) 
sh te, 
1 + (ch t - 1) e,i > 
matrix units for M,. Then in the 
u,,~~;~~,~ = (ch t - sh tsj) - ’ -shts,++chts,s,~+~~~s~ 
‘f/ 
so that if {a:: t E R} denotes the induced one-parameter strongly con- 
tinuous group on O,, we have 
a$(sk) = 
(ch t-sh ts,)-Is,, k#j 
(ch t - sh tsj) ~ ‘( - sh t + ch ts,), k =j. (3.5) 
THEOREM 3.4. In the canonical state OJ ,,,, : 
weak limit a exp r&d = 4 T e(x), f-, *cc 
x E CR (3.6) 
where 4 T 5 are the pure states given by (2.12). 
Proof: By the remarks preceding the statement of the theorem it suffices 
to consider the one parameter group t + a{. Moreover the cases t -+ + 00, 
t -+ - CC are similar and so we consider only the former, rewriting (3.5) in 
the form: 
-& 1 (th tY-y%, k#j 
a:h I= Wl=G 
-l+ f (l-tht)(tht)“s,“(l+s,), k=j. 
m=O 
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This may be written more compactly as 
a;(s,, = -sjk + 5 c~(t)(m), 
m=l 
where we will use the notation (m), (respectively (m),.) for a product of m 
s’s (respectively s*‘s) and the real coeffkients CT(~) have the property that 
cr(t) + 0 uniformly as t + co if m > 0, and so Icr(t)l 6 1 for large t. Thus 
we have 
with the obvious interpretation of c;, (m),, (m),, if m = 0. Let x, denote 
the difference 
dsk, ’ *. skns/q *~~~s~)-(-l)~+~sjk,~~~~jkp~j,~~~~Bjl,. 
Then in the canonical state or,,, = ( .Q, Q) we have 
(x,s,,“~s,“s~,;~~s);,sz,s~;~~s*,s~~~~~se*1~) 
=cc~,‘...c~cx’...C5~,,n C(w),(uMm, I., . . . (m,).An,),* . . . @I M~M~).PI. 
(3.7) 
This last expression is smaller in modulus than 
(3.8) 
where the summation is over m ,,..., mp, n ,,..., nq such that 
m,+m,+ ... +m,-r+w=n,+n,+ ... +n,+u-u. (3.9) 
Now there is always an m, or nj with m,#O or n,#O in each term in (3.8) 
and hence given E > 0, for t suffkiently large we have 
I C;,’ . ..pp... k, 11 CT1 <& 
so that (3.8) is bounded by 
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where the summation is as prescribed in (3.9). Hence the value of x, in the 
above state converges to zero as t + co, i. e., (3.6) holds. 
COROLLARY 3.5. The action of aA, A E exp p\{ 1 > is ergodic, i. e., if 
x E On,, aA = x, then x E Cl. So a fortiori, the action qf U(n, 1) on & is 
ergodic. 
COROLLARY 3.6. The states q4 + i; are invariant under the action qf the one 
parameter group (t -+ exp( tK,), where 
Remark 3.7. Let K= {K,} be a sequence in T,(H,) and let pI denote 
the maximum eigenvalue of K,. Then if supp, < 1, note that the same 
argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.4 shows that in the state wK, 
weak limit a exp f&) = 4 T c(x), ,- &oo 
.Y E C’ PI 
See also Theorem 4.1. 
Just as unital endomorphisms of 0,, correspond to unitaries, then 
*-derivations 6 on the *-algebra 02 generated by {s,: i= l,..., n} correspond 
to skew adjoint operators K in CI$ via 
K= i 6(s,)sy, 6(s;) = KS, II31. 
;= I 
Now note that the Lie algebra of U(n, 1) consists of (n + 1) x (n + I) 
matrices of the form 
with xOEi(W, XT= --X,EM,, YE@‘*. 
Thus by differentiating the one-parameter family Uexp ,~ at t = 0, we 
obtain the skew adjoint operator K, in 4 given by 
K,=x,l +s(y)-s(y)*+sX,s* 
which corresponds to the derivation which is the infinitesimal generator of 
the one-parameter group (a,,pCtXJ: t E W} on ~5~. We thus have: 
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PROPOSITION 3.8. The *-derivations on 0: which generate one-parameter 
subgroups of the U(n, 1) action are those given by skew adjoint operators K 
in Q, of the form 
K=x,l +s(y)-s(y)*+sx,s* 
where xOEiR, X:= -X,EM,, YEC”. 
4. THE U(n, 1) ACTION ON Fn AND THE CLUSTER PROPERTY IN On 
The action of U(n, 1) on Fn follows directly from that of U(n + 1, 1) on 
0 ntl- This comes about by regarding Fn as a subalgebra of c?, + 1 if we iden- 
tify the generators 0 ,,..., 0, of 9” with s1 ,..., s, in 0”+, as in Section 2. 
Then as U(n, 1) embeds in U(n+ 1, 1) via 
we may define uA E Co,, , for A E U(n, 1) as in (3.4) and an 
automorphism aA of Q, + 1. Then in fact 
lies in Yn-,, wherep=s,+,sX+,, and for O<i<n we have 
aA( oi) = uA oi 
=(a,-o(h,))-I(-o(h,)*+oA,o*)oiE5$. 
Hence aA leaves F” invariant and we can define an action /I? of U(n, 1) on 
Xi by 
BA=aAls9 
so that 
BAtOil = V,4°i 
if vA is the partial isometry 
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Note then that PA of course extends to an automorphism txA of 0n + 1, where 
additionally 
Then 
if 
If we identify Yn with its Fock representation as in ((2.,9), (2.10)) and so p 
with the rank one projection Q @D on the vacuum, then 
In particular EL2 is a unit vector, 
IIEQII = 1 (cf. [16]). 
It follows from part (d) of Lemma 3.2 that PA is implemented in the Fock 
representation on 9(Xn) via the unitary 
U,:o(h,)...o(h,)SZ-,a,(o(h,)...o(h,)) EQ. 
(cf. [16, Theorem 2.101). 
(4.1) 
Moreover A + U, is a representation of V(n, 1) on g(Xn). 
Note that ergodicity for the V(n, 1) action on Yn follows from that of the 
IY(n + 1, 1) action on i$+ I (see Corollary 3.5). 
Now observe that the action of V( 1, 1) on Y, defined above leaves the 
copy X1 of the compacts in %, invariant. So after passing to the quotient 
one obtains a U(1, 1) action on C(U) which is easily seen to coincide with 
that defined in Section 3. Under the action of the one parameter group 
t -+ exp tK on C(U), where K= (y A), one has two invariant pure states, 
namely evaluation at f 1 E U. One may lift these to pure invariant 
states qf, on Y1 which remain invariant under the action of the group 
t -+ exp tK. On the other hand (in the notation of Section 3) there is for 
each 5 E ZR with Ill/l = 1 a copy q(t), of &, in 0,, and an automorphism 
group t -+ aeXP t4, where K, = (F ($)) of 0”, such that the action of 
a,,PIKgl,r,(e) is the same (under the obvious isomorphism), as the action of 
exp tK on Y1 given above. Now this means that qk1 may be regarded as 
-invariant states on $([) and in fact it is not difficult to check that 
Fh?y?oincide with #+slr,i(e). 
so i,, are extensions to c?, of these pure aexprKS invariant states on 
%1(t). 
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The preceding discussion brings us to the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.1. The states #-c for 5 E H,, satisfy 
lim 4-c(~dx) 2) =4-&I ~-&Yz) t-00 
for x, y, z E O,, and a, E aexp ,,+ i. e., in the state di, 
weak lim a,(x) = d-&x), XE&. 
t-m 
Proof As in Theorem 3.4 it is sufficient to consider the case 5 = e,. Let 
x, denote the difference a,(x) - dee,(x). Note that it is sufficient o consider 
x, y, z of the form 
x = Sk, *... ’ ’ ’ skps4 ‘$3 Y = %q *. * sx”s;b. ’ . ss*, 
z = S& * . . . * ’ ’ S&S& s;, , 
Then, in the notation of the proof of Theorem 3.4, we have 
&t-dyxtz)= 1 k, k, I, /, 
pi.. . pPp.. . p? 
o<m,+ .‘. +nzp 
+n, + ... +nq 
x 4~,,((w),(r),.(m~), . . . (qM4J,~ . . . hMuM~)s*). (4.1) 
Now from the definition of #-e, the terms inside the summation on the 
RHS of (4.1) are zero unless cancellations occur between s*‘s and s’s so as 
to eliminate all s,)s for which i # 1. That is, inside the parenthesis in (4.1) 
only terms of the form (s~‘s:“‘) can appear. Assume then that on the RHS 
of (4.1) a non-zero term occurs. If no cancellations occurred at all on the 
RHS then both r = 0 and u = 0, but then as 4 --e, if the lift to q of a charac- 
ter of C(U) we have &,,(ya,(x) z) = 4~,,(yz) as required. Thus we may 
assume that either r or u or both are non-zero. 
Consider, for example, a product of the form szi:“. . sk.“(r??i)s *. . (m,), 
(i. e., r # 0). Assume firstly that (m,), = s’;“- ‘Sk with k # 1. Then there must 
be an sz in the product Sk, *“. . . s$,” to “cancel” with this sk. But such can- 
cellation will occur only when the product (m,), ... (m,), has length 
x2= I j, and consequently the summation over the rn;s is truncated and 
contributes only finitely many terms. 
Now assume that (mj), = s1 “/-lsk, k#l but (v~,)~=sf forallj<i<p; then 
the argument of the preceding paragraph shows that C< m, is fixed so that 
the summation over m, ,..., mj contributes only finitely many terms. On the 
other hand we may as well assume that 
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where sziUm’ cancels the sk appearing in the product (wz~)~ (for otherwise 
one observes that the product of szk.. . $/I and (m, ),Y.. . (wz,,),~ is non-zero 
for only finitely many m, ,..., mp and we are back in the situation of the 
preceding paragraph). Recall that CT may be written ( tht)“6 ck,( t) with ck,( t) 
independent of mi and converging to zero as t -, cc uniformly. Then 
provided m,+ , + ... + mp aj,. The possibility that mi+ 1 + .. + mp <j(, 
need not worry us because it occurs for only finitely many m, ,..., mp, which 
is again the situation of the preceding paragraph. 
Now 
c (thts,) m,+l+ .” +mp-Jrr- -(l-thts,))“+‘. 
m,+ “’ +mp>]u 
By applying similar considerations to the product (H,),~, . (n, ),*(u), one 
arrives at the conclusion that the summation on the RHS of (4.1) can be 
rearranged to produce only a finite number of terms of the form 
c(t) qS&y’( 1 - th t s,))~“‘( 1 - th t ST) ““sj@) (4.2) 
for some non-negative integers w’, w”, u”, u’ where the coefficients c(t) con- 
verge to zero uniformly as t --, co. But as 4 cI is the lift to .Y, of evaluation 
at - 1 on C(U), (4.2) reduces to 
( _ 1 )“” + I”( 1 + th t) ~ M-” I_” 
which is bounded in t. Consequently 
lim #P,,(yx,z) =0 
I - J; 
as required. 
Remark 4.2. Note that the dynamical system (0”, ~1, =clexP ,KC, t E R) is 
not norm asymptotically abelian. Let us take 4 = e,, and consider the com- 
mutator 
[a,(~,), s:] = -f (1 - th t)(th t)” sy( 1 + sl) s: 
m=O 
- (1 - th t) s:. 
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It is then enough to show that 
mto (I -th t)C(th t)m+ )m+ q s;l+ ,sT
or 
y, = f (1 - th t)(th t)” sys: 
T?7=0 
does not converge in norm to zero as t + co. But 
y,y; = 1 (1 - th t)2(th ,),+,’ ST+*. 
m, m’ 
Evaluating now in the state q5 +5 (rather than b-C as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1), we see that 
qS,r(y,y:) = 1 (1 - th t)‘(th ,)m+m 
m, m’ 
= 1. 
5. ABSENCE OF KMS STATES 
We consider as in Section 3 the action of one parameter subgroups of 
U(n, 1) of the form t --) exp t K with K E p. Our aim is to prove the absence 
of KMS or ground states on Q for these groups. The fact that any one 
parameter subgroup of exp /I; is conjugate to a: (which is given by the 
unitary uexp rK, in (“, as in Section 3) means that we need only consider that 
special case. 
Now we have 
a:(~,)=~(tht)~~:(-th~+s,) 
0 
so that LX: leaves the subalgebra of 0” generated by s, invariant. This sub- 
algebra is isomorphic to q and so by a slight abuse of notation we shall 
denote it 6. 
Now let x1 be the Fock representation of K on R(C). Then t + u:/.~ is 
implemented in z, by a unitary group t + U(t), where 
U(r) 7c,(sy) 0, = n,(u(t) s,)“(l - th t s,)-l Q, 
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with L2, being the vacuum state in 9(C) and o(t) the isometry in q given 
by 
o(t)=(l-thts,)-‘(-thts:+s,s:). 
Since 7c,(l -sls:)=Q2,@6, and 
U,(Q,@@)U:=(l-thts1)~‘52,~(1-tht.~,)-’Q1 
it follows that txj leaves the copy of the compacts in F, generated by 
{s;l( 1 - s,s?) SI*F n, m E Z} invariant. Under rc, this ideal maps onto the 
compact operators X(9(C)) on 9(C). Consequently we may regard a) 
restricted to this ideal as the automorphism 
x + u,xu,- ‘, x E X(5(@)) 
of the compacts. So write r + &: for this one parameter group of 
automorphisms of X(9(C)). 
Any KMS or ground state of Q restricts to a KA4S or ground state on 
the copy of the compacts in q and hence to a KMS or ground state on 
X(F(C)). But any KMS state on .X(9(@)) for t + a: is given by a trace 
class operator exp( - BH), where b E R and U, = exp itH, via 
On the other hand the existence of a ceiling or ground state would 
require H to be bounded above or below, respectively. 
LEMMA 5.1. IdentifVing F(C) with I, via the map 
Q, -+.fo= (4% O,...) 
(n-t 1) 
e,O...Oe,=~,(s~)SZ,~,f,,=(O ,..., 0, 1,0 ,...) 
one has 
Hf,= -i(n+ l)f,,+l+inf,Pl, (5.1) 
(f,-l+if,,H(f,-,+if,))=-2n, CL-if,,H(f, ,-!fnf,)>=2n. 
ProoJ: Direct calculation of - i(d/dt)( U,f,) at t = 0 gives (5.1), from 
which the other relations follow immediately. 
Thus the spectrum of H is not bounded above or below, and so 
exp( -/?H) can never be trace class, and there are no ground or ceiling 
states for t -+ ~2: on Co,. 
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We summarise this section as 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If t --) exp tK is a one parameter group in U(n, 1) with 
KE fi then there are no KMS, ground or ceiling states on O,, for the 
corresponding one parameter group of automorphisms, t -+ cl,.+, (k. 
6. REMARKS ON 0, 
The methods of the preceding sections need to be adapted when n = cc. 
So let X denote a separable infinite dimensional complex Hilbert space 
and 9(A?) the full Fock space over YE’. We begin with a replacement for 
Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 6.1. (a) There is a l-l correspondence between partial 
isometries v on 9(Z) such that vo(h) E O,, for all h ~2, v*v = 1 -p and 
unital endomorphisms of 0,. 
(b) If /I is an automorphism of Co, then p is implemented in the Fock 
representation if and only if there is a unitary u on 9(H) such that 
u(1 -p)=v. 
Proof. (a) One defines v as s.lim,, m C;=, /?(oi) 0: for fl a unital 
endomorphism. The relations v*v = 1 -p and v* = 1 -p(p) then follow. 
The converse follows as in the case of finite dimensional 2”. 
(b) The proof is as for part (d) of Lemma 3.2. 
The map A + xi o(Ae,) o(e,)* from operators on 2 into 0, is only 
defined for A compact. Nevertheless if A E B(H) then one defines 
oAo* E 93(9(X)) by 
then 
oAo*: o(h,) ~~~o(h,)Q+o(Ah,)o(h,)~~~o(h,)Q, 
(oAo*)* = oA*o, oABo* = oAo*oBo*, oAo*o(h) = o(Ah). 
The analogue of U(n, 1) is defined as follows. Let 
1 0 
J= 0 -1 ( > 
denote the obvious operator on C @ 2. Define U(Z’, 1) to consist of 
operators of the form 
A =(f: (‘;“> with h,, h,EX’,a,EC, 
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A, E 99(X) and MA * = .I. This last condition implies that A, is essentially 
unitary with Fredholm index zero. 
LEMMA 6.2. For each A E U(X, 1) the operator 
~~=(a,-o(h,)-‘(-o(h,)*+oA,o*+P) 
is unitary on F(S) with uA = q,( 1 -P) an isometry on ,F(X), satis~ving 
the conditions qf Lemma 7.1. 
Proof: Algebraic manipulations identical to those of the finite dimen- 
sional case establish the first part while the rest is immediate. 
If one now defines aA to be the unital endomorphism of (fix 
corresponding to u,, then it follows that A + CI~ is a homomorphism into 
Aut 0, since z),.,~ =aA uA for all A, BE U(X, 1). We may now combine 
the preceding into 
PROPOSITION 6.3. There is a homomorphism 
such that a, is implemented in the Fock representation on Y(Z) by the 
unitary U, defined by 
Moreover A -+ U, is a representation of U(S, 1). 
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